
Flavor Description 

555 TOBACCO E-LIQUID American flavor Tobacco.  (Best seller of tobacco flavors). 

APOCALYPSE E-LIQUID Sour and satisfying like your favorite gummy candies. 

APPLE MANGO E-LIQUID A delightful blend of apples and mangos. 

BLUE CRUSH E-LIQUID A delicious mix of blueberry and dragon fruit with a touch of melon. 

CALIBER E-LIQUID Butterscotch toffee flavor that will keep you coming back for more. (Popular) 

CANDY BLITZ E-LIQUID An amazing juicy Jolly Rancher candy flavor. 

CARAMEL APPLE E-LIQUID A delicious Caramel Apple infused with light tones of vanilla. 

CASCADE E-LIQUID A cool & refreshing candy fruit drink mix. 

CHAMELEON E-LIQUID Tastes like a bowl of fresh peaches topped with vanilla and whipped cream. 

CRANK E-LIQUID Similar to Monster energy drink flavor. (Popular) 

CREAM SODA E-LIQUID Bubbly cream soda flavor. Yummy:-) 

DEW E-LIQUID Tastes similar to Mount-N-Dew drink. (Very Good) 

DOUBLE SUPREME E-LIQUID A delicious blend of strawberry with hints of banana to satisfy your taste buds. 

DREAMY CARAMEL E-LIQUID A luscious caramel taste that is smooth and satisfying. 

EXOTIC GOLD E-LIQUID Fruity flavor including Jackfruit and our popular Juicy Pear mixed to perfection. 

GRAND SLAM E-LIQUID Blueberry, Pear, and Pineapple make this flavor irresistible. (Best Seller) 

GRAPE APE E-LIQUID Grape and Apple come together for a tastefully wonderful vape. 

GRENADE E-LIQUID Buttercream vanilla churned into perfection. (Yummy) 

GUMMI BEARZ E-LIQUID Gummi Bearz is so tasty and delicious you can never have enough. (Best Seller) 

HAYWIRE E-LIQUID A cool refreshing blend of fruit flavors. Similar to Hi C fruit punch. 

HOMERUN E-LIQUID A fresh apple and sweet strawberry flavor. (Best Seller) 

JUICY PEAR E-LIQUID A ripe crisp Pear flavor that leaves you wanting more. 

LADY LUCK E-LIQUID A blend of fruits that taste like Fruit Loop cereal. (Best Seller) 

MANGO PINEAPPLE E-LIQUID A sweet mango flavor with undertones of pineapple sure to satisfy any craving. 

MELLO HONEYDEW E-LIQUID This flavor is one of the best treats when you want something soft & subtle. 

MINT FUSION E-LIQUID Tastes similar to a delicious piece of juicy spearmint gum. 

MINTY COOLER E-LIQUID A chocolate mint flavor that tastes great any time of day. (Popular) 

MOJITO E-LIQUID Tastes like a cool/fresh Mojito drink. 

MORNING BLEND E-LIQUID Cappuccino, Hazelnut, with notes of sweet cream. (Tasty Coffee Flavor) 

MYSTIC GUAVA E-LIQUID An exotic guava flavor will have your taste buds dancing. (Popular) 

ORANGE BLAST E-LIQUID If you like orange Tang drink mix, then you'll love Orange Blast. 

PHARAOHS E-LIQUID Strawberry flavor with slight under notes of dulce de leche. 

PINA COLADA E-LIQUID Tastes like the popular cocktail drink Pina-Colada. 

PINAPPLE BANANA E-LIQUID You are going to go Banana's over this pineapple/banana favorite. 

PIRATES TOBACCO E-LIQUID Pirate’s tobacco resembles the popular RY4 type that everyone is talking about. 

POWER PUNCH E-LIQUID Jungle juice with a twist of cool mint on the exhale. 

PRODIGY E-LIQUID A cool refreshing Raspberry Mount-n-Dew. (Tasty) 

PYRAMID E-LIQUID A buffet of 7 juicy fruits that customers can't get enough of. (Best Seller) 

QUEEN OF HEARTS E-LIQUID A savory Vanilla Custard flavor that is smooth & creamy delicious. Yummy! 

RAMPAGE E-LIQUID Have your favorite drink Kahlua and Cream without the hangover. 

ROCKIN RASPBERRY E-LIQUID A ripe Raspberry flavor that will rock your socks off. (Most Popular) 



ROCKIN ROLL E-LIQUID A delicious Cinnamon Danish flavor that's warm and ready to vape. 

ROGUE E-LIQUID Peppermint candy cane flavor that's cool and refreshing with every vape. 

Flavor Description 

ROOTBEER FLOAT E-LIQUID Creamy Vanilla Ice-Cream and Root beer whipped together. (Yummy:-) 

SHADY GRAPE E-LIQUID A vine-ripened juicy grape flavor that is sweet as the day is long. 

SHOWDOWN E-LIQUID A delightful vanilla custard with hints of lime sure to make your mouth water. 

SKITTLEPUFF E-LIQUID Tastes like a hand full of your favorite candy when you were a kid. 

SPARTAN E-LIQUID A cool and refreshing Bavarian Cream flavor. 

STARDUST E-LIQUID Tastes like rainbow type chewing gum that you liked when you were a kid. 

STRAWBERRY KIWI E-LIQUID A blissful mix of Strawberries and Kiwi's. (Most Popular) 

SUGARLAND E-LIQUID If you like Candy Canes you are going to love this flavor. 

SUMMER BREEZE E-LIQUID A combination of fresh watermelon mixed with sweet grape flavor. (Popular) 

SWEET TOOTH E-LIQUID A great flavor that is sweet and tastes similar to fruit stripe gum. 

TANGO E-LIQUID Two excellent flavors of mint that complement each other. 

TOP SHELF TOBACCO E-LIQUID A mild slightly sweet tobacco flavor. (Very Popular) 

TORPEDO E-LIQUID Super juicy watermelon candy that's sure to have you wanting more. 

TOUCHDOWN E-LIQUID Score a touchdown with this master blend of Blueberry, Strawberry, and Grape. 

TRIPPLE DIAMOND E-LIQUID Delicious Jack Fruit, Cantaloupe, and Pineapple blended to perfection. Yummy! 

TRIUMPH E-LIQUID Apple, Blueberry, with a twist of Caramel on the exhale. (Popular) 

TROPIC BERRY MOJITO E-LIQUID A refreshing Strawberry, Raspberry, Blueberry and Cherry Mojito cocktail. 

TWO OF A KIND E-LIQUID Two exotic fruits Mango and Guava come together to tease your taste buds. 

VERY BLUEBERRY E-LIQUID A delicious fresh Blueberry flavor. Yummy:-) 

VIKINGS TOBACCO E-LIQUID A smooth Turkish flavor tobacco. (Best Seller) 

VORTEX E-LIQUID Extreme menthol flavor that tastes as cool as its name. 

WA APPLE E-LIQUID A delicious green apple flavor sure to be a favorite. (Very Popular) 

WINTER FREEZE E-LIQUID Absolutely the best menthol flavor and best seller of our mint line. 

XTREME PINEAPPLE E-LIQUID A ripe juicy pineapple flavor sure to have you coming back for more. 

XTREME WATERMELON E-LIQUID A juicy Watermelon flavor smooth and satisfying. (Very Popular) 
 


